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Introduction
Over the past few years the method of macromolecular
structure determination known as multiwavelength anom-
alous diffraction (MAD) has been transformed from an
esoteric technique, used in a few favorable cases, into a
mature and generally applicable approach to solving the
crystallographic phase problem [1]. Since 1993 there has
been a dramatic increase in the number of structures
solved by MAD [2] and one of the major contributing
factors has been the production of selenomethionyl
(SeMet) proteins. In most cases, methionine auxotrophic
expression systems have provided an elegant mechanism
for ensuring the incorporation of anomalous scattering
atoms [3] and this technique seems to be broadly applica-
ble to many macromolecular systems [4]. Additionally, the
selenium K absorption edge (at 12.658 keV) is at an ideal
energy for most synchrotron radiation sources. As a result,
selenium has become the most popular anomalous scatter-
ing atom for MAD phasing and has been used in approxi-
mately two-thirds of all reported applications [2].

Over the same time period there has also been a signifi-
cant increase in the number of synchrotron beamlines,
including several third generation undulator beamlines,
that offer tunable X-ray radiation suitable for MAD
experiments. The high intensity X-ray beams, coupled
with narrow energy bandwidth optics, allow reliable opti-
mization of the small anomalous Bijvoet and dispersive
MAD signals. Meanwhile, the efficiency of both new and
existing beamlines is being further enhanced by the
deployment of charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors
[5]. These sensitive devices offer excellent data quality
and a greatly reduced duty cycle, due to their rapid
readout systems. Another important factor, which has
influenced the entire field of macromolecular crystallog-
raphy, has been the popularization of cryoprotection
techniques [6]. Most MAD experiments can now be
completed using a single frozen crystal. The inherent
isomorphism of this approach, combined with the greatly
reduced radiation damage, helps to minimize systematic
errors in the data and facilitates the extraction of reliable
phase information. In addition, the development of more

sophisticated algorithms, embodied in several computer
software systems, has served to improve the quality of
experimental electron-density maps and decrease the
time taken to obtain them. Many of these programs are
now combined with intuitive, graphical user interfaces,
which should make them instantly accessible to the user
community. Finally, because anomalous scattering is
largely independent of diffraction angle, the electron
density maps obtained from MAD experiments show
greater detail, compared to heavy-atom methods, and
consequently the initial model is of higher quality
leading to more rapid convergence of least-squares
refinement procedures.

As a result of the advances summarized above, the struc-
tures of many macromolecules, particularly those of less
than 100 kDa molecular weight, can be determined in a
routine and automated fashion and investigators are now
recognizing the potential of the MAD phasing approach.
Given this recent success, it remains to be seen at what
point the application of MAD to even larger structures will
be limited by either theoretical or practical considerations.
In this paper we discuss the application of SeMet MAD
phasing to large macromolecular structures, including one
example in which the asymmetric unit has a molecular
weight of 370 kDa and contains 70 SeMet residues.

The suitability of MAD for larger structures
The possibility of using MAD phasing to solve larger
structures is an attractive one. After all, it is these
systems that often exhibit the most severe lack of iso-
morphism with heavy-atom derivatives and the largest
cell-parameter shifts on freezing. In principle, the time-
consuming, systematic searches for heavy-atom deriva-
tives can be replaced by a single, well conceived
multiwavelength experiment. In order to tackle these
larger problems by MAD phasing it is necessary to suffi-
ciently augment the anomalous scattering signal. This
can be accomplished either by using heavier anomalous
scattering atoms, to take advantage of their more pro-
nounced L or M absorption edges, or by incorporating
more anomalous scattering atoms. The latter alternative
lends itself to the continued use of SeMet MAD phasing.
In principle the natural occurrence of methionine as one
in every 59 residues provides sufficient anomalous scat-
tering signal (one selenium per 6.3 kDa). In practice,
selenium concentrations as low as one selenium per
20 kDa have been reported [7]; however, a typical
500 kDa protein would contain about 100 selenium
atoms. Therefore, for larger proteins and macromolecular
complexes in the MDa range, it is clear that the ability to
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locate the anomalous scattering atoms will be a major
hurdle in the structure determination process.

Locating anomalous scattering atoms
Traditionally, the hand interpretation of Patterson maps has
been the workhorse for locating anomalous scattering atoms
in macromolecular structure determination. However, this
approach is only practical for a few heavy-atom sites. The
development of automated Patterson search programs, such
as the Patterson superposition methods in SHELXS [8],
have been successful in extending the application of Patter-
son techniques to the l0–20 site range. Beyond this, more
sophisticated algorithms are called for. In the absence of
any prior phase information two types of ab initio methods
are available for large substructure determination: those
based on more advanced Patterson searches and those
based on direct methods. 

Solving large substructures with Patterson searches
Two of the most successful and promising Patterson
approaches form part of the complete structure solution
packages of SOLVE [9] and CNS [10]. SOLVE has pio-
neered the development of completely automated MAD
structure determination. It features a comprehensive data
analysis procedure for MAD applications, which derives
Bayesian estimates of FA, the scattering factor amplitudes
associated with the anomalous scattering substructure.
SOLVE also provides valuable information on the correla-
tions between dispersive and anomalous Patterson maps.
It uses a Patterson map search procedure, HASSP [11], to
generate two-site seed trials from an FA Patterson map. An
iterative difference Fourier analysis is then used to iden-
tify new sites. The procedure uses site-deletion to com-
pletely cross-validate each site in the substructure and a
sophisticated scoring system is able to assess when the
substructure is complete. 

The CNS program is broad in scope, providing both struc-
ture determination and refinement algorithms. It includes
a graphical user interface, task-oriented scripts and even a
symbolic structure determination language. A new algo-
rithm for locating anomalous scattering substructures has
been implemented in this language. The method starts
with a single site and uses an iterative translation search
procedure to build up the anomalous scattering model. All
trials are refined and a correlation coefficient between the
observed and calculated squared structure-factor ampli-
tudes is used to score them.

Solving large substructures with direct methods
The programs SHELXS [12] and RANTAN [13] have
both been successfully applied to large substructure deter-
minations. Perhaps the most promising direct methods
programs for these applications, however, are based on the
dual-space Shake-and-Bake algorithm. This algorithm has
been implemented in two computer programs: SnB v2.0

[14], which has recently been released and includes an
easy-to-use interface for substructure determination; and
SHELXD [15], which is in the latter stages of testing and
development. These two programs are similar in that they
iterate cycles of phase refinement in reciprocal space, fol-
lowed by density modification through peak-picking in
real space. They differ in the precise algorithms used in
each space [16]. Over the past few years these dual-space
direct methods of structure determination have proved
useful in extending the range of ab initio phasing of entire
molecules to over 1000 atoms [17,18]. They are more
robust and efficient than traditional direct methods pro-
grams, which suggests that they are appropriate for the
task of extracting a large number of anomalous scattering
positions from what may be a weak and potentially noisy
MAD signal. These methods are also well matched to the
average spacing of selenium atoms and the typical resolu-
tion of MAD data. Whereas traditional ab initio applica-
tions require atomic resolution (< 1.2 Å) diffraction data to
locate atoms separated by 1–2 Å, substructure determina-
tions using these new methods can be readily conducted
at 3 Å resolution or even lower, because selenium atoms
are sure to be separated by at least 4.0 Å.

Substructure determination with SnB involves a careful
preprocessing of the anomalous differences at a single
(usually the f´´ maximum) wavelength [19]. This allows a
subset of reflections corresponding to the most reliable
anomalous differences to be selected. In the structure
determination of ADP-L-glycero-D-mannoheptose 6-epi-
merase (AGM epimerase) the positions of 65 out of 70
selenium atoms were determined. The most reliable
13,797 out of 67,874 anomalous differences were selected,
from which the largest 1400 normalized difference struc-
ture factor magnitudes (E values) were used in the SnB
program. Despite the use of Bijvoet differences, which
only approximate the true scattering contribution of the
substructure, the height of the peaks returned from SnB
were closely correlated to the temperature factors of the
refined atomic coordinates (Figure 1). The five atoms not
found in the SnB solution had high thermal parameters in
the final refined model and were buried close to the noise
level in the final SnB E maps. An alternative for SnB sub-
structure determination is to use derived values of FA. In
principle these should more accurately characterize the
anomalous scattering substructure. If the derived FA
values are noisy, however, then this approach can be less
successful [20]. The SnB program can be run quickly,
even for large unit-cell dimensions, by using a fairly coarse
electron-density grid. The time taken can be a few
minutes for small substructures, up to several hours for
large substructures.

Direct methods can also be used to gradually build up a
substructure, starting with a small portion of it. In this
case, the known positions of anomalous scattering atoms
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can be used to estimate initial phase angles, which are
further improved by the direct methods algorithm. In
addition, direct methods can utilize Patterson space infor-
mation. The SHELXD program provides a hybrid of the
Patterson and direct methods approaches in which random
starting trials for the direct methods portion of the
program are selected on the basis of their consistency with
the Patterson function (typically an FA Patterson). This
allows a rapid screening of trials and the selection of only
the most promising ones. The potential benefits of this
approach are illustrated in Figure 2. When given a starting
trial that consists of at least three correct selenium posi-
tions for AGM epimerase, the SnB program very quickly
converges (in a matter of seconds) on a complete substruc-
ture of 70 independent selenium atoms.

Recent examples of large substructure determinations
Over the past 12 months investigators have started to turn
to large selenium substructures as an effective phasing
tool for MAD. Over this short time period there has been

a substantial increase in the size of substructures that
have successfully been exploited, leading to the recent
structure determination of AGM epimerase, which has a
substructure of 70 selenium atoms (AMD, Y Ni, WG
Coleman Jr and SEE). The data presented in Table 1
serves to emphasize both the wide choice of beamlines
and computer programs that are now available for tackling
these problems, and the size of substructures that appear
to be routinely attainable. It is clear that the limits have
not yet been reached. The inclusion of two structures in
space group P1 indicates that highly redundant data sets
are not required in order to solve these large substruc-
tures, although increased redundancy can clearly have an
important role in compensating for weak signals. External
phase information has been used in only two of these
cases. In both of these studies other phasing methods —
molecular isomorphous replacement (MIR) and molecular
replacement (MR) — had failed to yield an adequate
structure solution and the use of MAD was the key to
obtaining readily interpretable electron-density maps.
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Figure 1

The 70 selenium atom substructure of AGM epimerase. There are ten
molecules in the asymmetric unit and seven selenium sites per
molecule. (a) Ribbon diagram of AGM epimerase with selenium atoms
superimposed. (b) Peak height order from SnB (1 is the highest peak,

‘–’ indicates peak not found). (c) Temperature factor (Å2) of selenium
sites in the refined model (sites that were missing from the SnB
solution are underlined). The color coding in parts (b) and (c)
corresponds to the colors used in (a).
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The sensitive residual maps calculated using the program
SHARP [21] were employed in both these cases to extract

the heavy-atom positions. Even without any prior phases,
it seems likely that these selenium substructures could
have been determined de novo.

Calculating phase angles
Once the selenium atom positions are known, phase
angles for larger MAD structures can be calculated as
would be the case for any MAD structure. The use of
MLphare [22], which essentially treats MAD as a special
case of MIR [23], remains a very popular approach for
heavy-atom refinement and phase determination. The
excellent quality of the resulting electron-density maps,
speed of execution and the familiarity of the program to
the crystallographic community are certainly the over-
riding factors. The more MAD-specific approaches imple-
mented in other programs will no doubt increase in
popularity as they become more familiar to the commu-
nity. It is also worth noting that although several of the
largest structures listed in Table 2 crystallize with multiple
molecules present in the asymmetric unit, the use of non-
crystallographic symmetry has not generally been needed
to obtain high quality electron-density maps (Figure 3).

Concluding remarks
Visiting a synchrotron to conduct a MAD experiment
requires substantial planning and sample preparation. The
data collection itself can also require a significant amount of
effort, however, the potential benefits are great. It is already
becoming feasible to return home with interpretable elec-
tron-density maps in hand. In the future, the amount of
effort required to conduct these experiments will be greatly
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Table 1

New structures solved by MAD phasing from large selenium substructures.

Structure Synchrotron Space Longest Dmin No. Se MW kDa Program Program Ref
source group cell (Å) (Å) atoms (kDa) /Se (Se atoms) (phasing)

E1b ESRF, BM14 14122 382 2.4 22 82 3.7 MR/SHARP* SHARP [25]
AdoMet decarboxylase CHESS, F2 P21 90 2.25 24 76 3.2 SnB/SOLVE MLphare [26]
Napthalene-1,2- ESRF, BM14 R32 323 3.5 26 145 5.6 SIR/SHARP† SHARP [27]

dioxygenase
PurR ESRF, BM14 P1 83 2.3 28 126 4.0 SHELXS‡ MLphare [28]
AIR synthetase CHESS, F2 P212121 212 3.0 28 148 5.3 SnB MLphare [29]
FTHF synthetase APS, SBC R32 256 3.0 28 120 4.3 SHELXD MLphare §

FA hydrolase NSLS, X12-C P21 110 1.9 30 92 3.1 SOLVE SOLVE/MLphare #

AdoHcy hydrolase NSLS, X12-C C222 168 2.8 30 96 3.2 SnB Phases [30]
Cyanase APS, SBC P1 82 2.4 40 170 4.2 CNS/RANTAN MLphare ¶

EphB2–SAM ALS, 5.0.2 P41 105 1.95 48 78 1.6 SnB MLphare [31]
Not reported APS, IMCA P212121 174 2.4 52 183 3.5 SOLVE SOLVE ¥

AGM epimerase CHESS, F2 P21 180 3.0 70 370 5.3 SnB MLphare **

*Molecular replacement phases and Fourier techniques were used.
†Single isomorphous replacement phases and Fourier techniques
were used. ‡Four sites were picked by hand from a Patterson map
and the rest were obtained by tangent expansion in SHELXS.
§L Lebioda, R Radfar, R Shin, GM Sheldrick, JD Odom and

RB Dunlap, personal communication. #DE Timm, personal
communication. ¶MA Walsh, Z Otwinowski, A Perrakis, PM Anderson
and A Joachimiak, personal communication. ¥CA Janson, WW Smith
and TC Terwilliger, personal communication. **AMD, Y Ni,
WG Coleman Jr and SEE, unpublished data.

Figure 2

Minimal function versus cycle number in SnB for a 70 selenium atom
substructure determination. Each curve represents a single trial
starting from a number of known selenium coordinates (as indicated).
Trials starting from at least three known selenium positions converge
rapidly to the complete 70-atom substructure.
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reduced as automatic data collection procedures become a
routine part of MAD instrumentation. Experimental para-
meters will be optimized and monitored by computers,
which will in turn be able to execute and guide the various
steps in the structure determination process. The direct
methods approaches for substructure determination are in a
position to join SOLVE in the world of rapid and automatic
structure determination. Using these methods, large anom-
alous scattering substructures can be determined as soon as
the peak wavelength data collection has been completed.
Attempts to solve the entire structure can be conducted
once the second wavelength has been collected and the
need for a third wavelength can be assessed. The recent
development of automatic tracing and refinement strategies
[24] offer the possibility of proceeding quickly from initial
phases to a fully traced and refined model. These capabili-
ties are sure to open the door for none specialists to solve
structures by MAD phasing and will also serve to further
increase the throughput of synchrotron beamlines.

In principle, these same procedures will be scaleable and
applicable to larger macromolecules. It should be noted,
however, that the question of radiation damage is starting
to reappear, especially as investigators are turning to bril-
liant undulator-based synchrotron sources for their most
challenging MAD phasing applications. It may be neces-
sary to strike a balance between resolution and crystal life-
time, especially in low-symmetry space groups where the
amount of data required is quite substantial. In cases
where the problem is severe it may become necessary to
resort to narrow segment data collection strategies, where
data at all wavelengths are collected from the same crystal
at approximately the same time. 

Nevertheless, several algorithms for MAD phasing from
large selenium substructures are now in place. It remains
to be seen what limits of application are encountered as
they are applied to larger and more challenging biological
systems. 
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